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a b s t r a c t

Dynamical modeling has proven useful for understanding how complex biological processes emerge from
the many components and interactions composing genetic regulatory networks (GRNs). However, the
development of models is hampered by large uncertainties in both the network structure and parameter
values. To remedy this problem, the models are usually developed through an iterative process based on
numerous simulations, confronting model predictions with experimental data and refining the model
structure and/or parameter values to repair the inconsistencies. In this paper, we propose an alternative
to this generate-and-test approach. We present a four-step method for the systematic construction and
analysis of discrete models of GRNs by means of a declarative approach. Instead of instantiating the
models as in classical modeling approaches, the biological knowledge on the network structure and its
dynamics is formulated in the form of constraints. The compatibility of the network structure with the
scherichia coli constraints is queried and in case of inconsistencies, some constraints are relaxed. Common properties
of the consistent models are then analyzed by means of dedicated languages. Two such languages are
introduced in the paper. Removing questionable constraints or adding interesting ones allows to further
analyze the models. This approach allows to identify the best experiments to be carried out, in order to
discriminate sets of consistent models and refine our knowledge on the system functioning. We test the
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feasibility of our approac
stress response in the bac

. Introduction

Mathematical modeling and simulation tools may help to
nderstand how complex genetic regulatory networks (GRNs),
omposed of many genes and their intertwined interactions, con-
rol the functioning of living systems. They provide a framework to
nambiguously describe the network structure and to infer predic-
ions of the dynamical behavior of the system (Kell and Knowles,
006).

The typical model building cycle starts with gathering exist-

ng knowledge on a biological system and formulating working
ypotheses, on the basis of which a model formalism is chosen and
he structure of the GRN is defined. The development of the dynam-
cal model and its parametrization lead to an initial model, which
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applying it to the re-examination of a model describing the nutritional
m Escherichia coli.

© 2009 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

must be experimentally validated. The confrontation of model pre-
dictions with experimental data often reveals inconsistencies, and
calls for a revision of the structure of the GRN and/or the param-
eter values of the model. The process is repeated iteratively until
the validation step is considered satisfactory (Fisher and Henzinger,
2007; Kell and Knowles, 2006; van Riel, 2006).

Detailed information on the cellular components and their inter-
actions are rarely available, which implies large uncertainties in
both the model structures and parameter values. Traditional mod-
eling approaches ignore these uncertainties, as they try to fit or
manually fix parameter values to an assumed network structure.
Several approaches based on the generation of model families have
hence been proposed to reduce these ambiguities, like ensem-
ble modeling with variations in parameter values and/or network
structure (i.e., Kuepfer et al., 2007; von Dassow et al., 2000), or
the identification of the network structure using stimulus response

experiments and large-scale model selection (i.e., Wahl et al., 2006).
These approaches have been mostly developed for continuous bio-
chemical models, but exist also for discrete models of genetic
regulatory networks (see, for instance, the ensemble approach pro-
posed by Kauffman, 1993, 2004 for Boolean networks).

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03032647
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The dynamic behavior of a GRN is represented in terms of an
oriented graph called state transition graph, where each node rep-
resents a specific state of the system and the arrows represent
transitions between a state and its possible successors. The state S of
a network of n genes is represented by a vector of protein concen-
2 F. Corblin et al. / BioS

The generate-and-test approach underlying the above-
entioned methods demands a large number of simulations

o be carried out and usually leads to the formulation of a unique
odel consistent with biological data. In this paper, we propose an

lternative method for the systematic construction and analysis of
iscrete models of GRNs by means of a declarative approach. The
odels are developed using the formalism of Thomas (Thomas

nd Kaufman, 2001a,b), which offers an appropriate description
f GRNs, when most available data on regulatory interactions
re qualitative. Instead of instantiating the models as in classical
odeling approaches, all possible knowledge on the network

tructure and its dynamics (e.g., existence of cycles or stationary
tates, response of the network to environmental or genetic
erturbations) is formulated in the form of constraints. Without
esorting to numerous simulations, the compatibility of the net-
ork structure with the biological constraints is determined and

n intensional (implicit) representation of the set of consistent
odels is returned, in case all of the constraints are satisfied. We

se for that purpose our programming tool GNBox (Fanchon et al.,
005; Corblin et al., 2007a,b), which is based on the Constraint
ogic Programming (CLP) technology (Cohen, 1990; Benhamou and
olmerauer, 1993) and cooperates with a SAT solver to efficiently
olve the constraints (Eén and Sörensson, 2003).

The formal description of the biological knowledge in the form
f constraints provides a powerful framework to query their com-
atibility with a given network structure. It raises a number of

ssues though, notably that of formulating interesting and informa-
ive queries in a methodical way. Indeed, a variety of queries can
e formulated, ranging from pure simulations when all parameter
alues are known, to reverse-engineering in order to infer param-
ter values from the biological knowledge or hypotheses on the
ystem behavior. Moreover, in most cases, queries lie in between,
s partial knowledge on the system behavior and parameter values
s provided. In the latter cases, there are multiple solutions to the
onstraints and a set of models is returned. Due to these numerous
ossible formulations, a proper ordering of queries is therefore of
ritical importance to analyze the network structure, in particular
o synthesize results.

Here we tackle this problem, by proposing a four-step method to
ssist the model construction and analysis: (1) construct an initial
et of constraints by integrating as many biological observations
nd hypotheses as possible; (2) check the consistency of this set
nd in case of inconsistency, remove as few non-mandatory con-
traints as possible; from the resulting consistent set, (3) predict the
eaningful properties verified by all consistent models, by means

f dedicated languages expressing properties about Thomas GRN.
or this purpose, we introduce two such languages; (4) possibly,
ontinue the exploration, by removing (resp. adding) hypotheses
nd returning back to step 2 or 3 (resp. 2). This method helps the
odeler to deal with uncertainties in both the model structure

nd parameters, by systematically and efficiently developing sets
f models consistent with biological data. In addition, the possi-
ility of analyzing properties common to all the consistent models
llows to propose new experiments to be carried out, in order to
iscriminate between the models and refine our knowledge on the
ystem functioning.

We test the feasibility of our method, by applying it to the re-
xamination of a model proposed in Ropers et al. (2006). This model
s able to describe the growth-phase transitions of the bacterium
scherichia coli following a nutritional stress, but it is inconsis-
ent with an observed behavior. This discrepancy could be due

ither to a problem of network structure, as suggested in Ropers
t al. (2006), or of model parameters. We address this question, by
ystematically checking whether there exists a set of parameters
ompatible with the observed behaviors. Applying the second step
f the method leads effectively to an inconsistency, which can be
s 98 (2009) 91–104

repaired by removing certain constraints. The analysis of the prop-
erties of the weaker, resulting models has allowed us to get insight
into key regulatory mechanisms for the nutritional stress response
in E. coli.

The paper is organized as follows. Thomas’ GRNs and the declar-
ative approach are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, we present
the method and the languages LP1 and LP2 for the analysis of model
properties. The re-examination of the GRN introduced in Ropers et
al. (2006) is described in Section 4. We particularly focus on the new
biological results which are inferred and on the feasibility of our
method, by systematically providing the computer time required
to answer the different queries.

2. Introduction to Thomas’ GRN Models and to the
Declarative Approach

Qualitative modeling approaches allow a coarse-grained
description of the dynamics of GRNs, when precise and quantitative
information on reaction mechanisms and kinetic constants is not
available (Fisher and Henzinger, 2007; de Jong and Ropers, 2006).
In our study, we have used the asynchronous logical description
proposed by Thomas to qualitatively describe GRNs (Thomas and
Kaufman, 2001a). In Section 2.1, we briefly present Thomas’ GRN
models, together with the declarative approach. Biological con-
straints and typical queries, which can be used to construct and
analyze models of GRNs, are presented in Section 2.2.

2.1. Model Specification

A common representation of a GRN is to view it as an interaction
graph, where nodes represent genes and arrows represent interac-
tions between genes. An arrow (j, i) is labeled with the sign of the
regulatory influence (to indicate whether the gene i is activated or
inhibited by the product J of gene j), and with the rank number r of
the threshold concentration �r

j
(at which the effect of protein J on

the expression of gene i changes). A simple example of interaction
graph for a two-gene network is shown in Fig. 1(a).
Fig. 1. (a) Interaction graph corresponding to a GRN of two genes. The product of
gene a stimulates the expression of gene b, while the product of gene b inhibits a
expression. In addition, b activates its own expression. The label +, 1 from gene a to
b means that a activates b expression above its first threshold value. (b) Focal equa-
tions relating a state characterized by the vector of protein concentrations [xa, xb]
and its focal state [Xa, Xb].
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ig. 2. (a) Transition graphs G1, . . . , G6 of the instantiated models satisfying consist
n Fig. 1.

rations: S = [x1, . . . , xn]. The concentrations take discrete values,
ach one representing an interval between two consecutive thresh-
lds. For instance, the logical variable xj = 0 corresponds to a con-
entration of protein J lower than �1

j
, whereas xj = 1 means that the

oncentration of J is lower than �2
j

and higher than (or equal to) �1
j
.

A specific attractor value called focal state, [X1, . . . , Xn], is asso-
iated to a given state S. It represents the expression levels toward
hich the genes tend to evolve. A successor of S in the graph,

′ = [x′
1, . . . , x′

n], is deduced by comparing the value of a logical vari-
ble with that of its focal state. The transition of S to S′ is assumed
o be asynchronous, in the sense that at most one logical variable
i is updated at a time. If the variable xi is updated, the formal rela-
ionship between these states is expressed as follows: x′

i
= xi + 1 if

i > xi and x′
i
= xi − 1 if Xi < xi. If no logical variable xi is updated

hen the focal state of S is equal to S and S is its own successor: it is
aid steady (or stationary).

The focal state value Xi of gene i depends on the state S of the
etwork and in particular, on a set of conditions regarding the pres-
nce or absence of activators and inhibitors of gene i. For the simple
xample in Fig. 1, the focal state value Xa of gene a depends on
he influence of B on a, that is, whether the concentration of B is
elow (xb = 0) or above its first threshold value. Such interactions
re expressed by means of products of step functions of the form:

s+(xj, �r
j
) = 1 if xj ≥ r else 0,

s−(xj, �r
j
) = 1 if xj < r else 0.

e will call cellular context of gene i any set of states which are
quivalent with respect to i. For example, if i is influenced by only
ne gene j associated to the threshold �1, there are only two pos-
j

ible cellular contexts for i, depending on whether xj is below or
bove �1

j
. If i is the target of two interactions, four contexts have

o be distinguished for i. More formally, let {(j1, �r1
j1

), . . . , (jp, �rp
jp

)}
e the set of interactions acting on gene i. A cellular context for
(Ce). Ce is the set of (b) observability and (c) additivity constraints for the example

i is represented as a product c(�) = s�1 (xj1 , �r1
j1

) ∗ · · · ∗ s�p (xjp , �rp
jp

)

defining a set of conditions, where � ∈ Ei with Ei = {(�1, . . . , �p)|k :
1 . . . p, �k ∈ {+, −}}. In other words, a cellular context is identified
by a p-tuple � of signs, which specify the position of the region with
respect to the p thresholds belonging to the interaction set. From
the above definition it follows that the set of cellular contexts with
respect to any gene i constitutes a partition of the state space.

Each cellular context � ∈ Ei is associated to a logical parameter
defining the level of expression of gene i when the network state
belongs to that context. We will denote such parameters by Kl(�)

i
,

where l(�) is the set {jk|k : 1 . . . p, �k = +}. In this way, the cellular
context associated to a logical parameter appears in its notation. For
the simple example in Fig. 1, the logical parameters of gene b are:
Kb, Kb

b
, Ka

b
and Kab

b
. They respectively describe the level of expression

of b: when the concentrations of proteins A and B are under their
thresholds, when the concentration of B only is above its threshold,
when the concentration of A only is above its threshold, when both
concentrations are above their thresholds. In case there are several
interactions between an activator (or inhibitor) and its target, the
notation of this activator in a parameter is augmented by the rank
number of the threshold of the interaction (for example Kfis1

crp and

K (fis1)(fis2)
crp , Section 4.3).

Given the cellular contexts defined above and their associ-
ated logical parameters, the following focal equation specifies
Xi:

Xi =
∑
� ∈ Ei

Kl(�)
i

∗ c(�).

According to this equation, each logical parameter is linked to a

different cellular context and the union of all the cellular contexts
is the set of all possible states. We will say that these focal equa-
tions are formal when the logical parameters are not instantiated
(i.e. unknown). When all these parameters are instantiated, the
focal equations define a unique instantiated model. The focal equa-
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ions corresponding to our simple network example are shown in
ig. 1(b).

For the following values of logical parameters: Ka = 1, Kb
a = 0,

b = 0, Kb
b

= 1, Ka
b

= 0, and Kab
b

= 2, we obtain the transition graph
1 in Fig. 2. The state [1, 1] belongs to the cellular context c((+)) of
ene a and to the cellular context c((+, −)) of gene b. The focal state
f [1, 1] is therefore [Kb

a , Ka
b

] = [0, 0]. It follows that the successors
f [1, 1] are [1, 0] and [0, 1].

Focal equations (be they formal or not) provide a mean to
xpress constraints between a state and its successors. More gen-
rally, they are used to express succession constraints between
he states S1 and S2,. . ., SL−1 and SL of a path P = [S1, . . . , SL]
elonging to a state transition graph. To formalize the satisfi-
bility condition of such constraints, we have introduced the
redicate admissible path(Eq, P, L): the latter is true if P is a
ath of length (number of states) lower or equal to L, which
elongs to a state transition graph defined by the focal equa-
ions Eq. Consider, for instance, a simple case of succession for
he network example in Fig. 1. If we want to assert that the
tate [ua, ub] is stationary or, in other words, that the path
[ua, ub], [ua, ub]] belongs to a transition graph defined by Eqe, then
dmissible path(Eqe, [[ua, ub], [ua, ub]], 2) must be true. It amounts
o say that the constraints obtained by replacing Xa and xa (resp.
b and xb) by ua (resp. ub) in Eqe, altogether with the constraints
≤ ua ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ ub ≤ 2, must be satisfied.

In the following section, we present additional constraints that
an be used to formally describe knowledge on the GRN structure
nd dynamics, together with typical queries.

.2. Typical Biological Constraints and Queries

Many different constraints can be formulated in constraint pro-
ramming. They are roughly systems of equations, inequations,
r disequations on discrete variables, which formalize all possi-
le knowledge to be used to restrict the values of variables. In
he section, we focus on some biologically meaningful constraints,
xpressed as formulas on parameters (see Appendix A for a detailed
efinition). The first type of constraints, called observability con-
traints, considers the signs of the interactions (note that these signs
re not taken into account in formal focal equations). A + sign (resp.
− sign) for an interaction of j on i in the interaction graph means

hat an activation (resp. inhibition) of i by J has been observed
n at least one cellular context of i. An example of observability
onstraints CO for our two-gene network example is illustrated in
ig. 2(b).

We additionally consider a second type of constraints, called
dditivity constraints. They express that no inhibition (resp. activa-
ion) happens if the conditions for the existence of at least one case
f activation (resp. inhibition) are satisfied. In particular, the simul-
aneous effect of two genes, which have been observed separately
o activate a third gene, is at least as strong as each individual activa-
ory effect. The additivity constraints CA for the two-gene network
xample are shown in Fig. 2(c).

Once the constraints formulated, it is possible to solve them, by
sing the constraint-based tool GNBox. We focus here on queries
llowing to verify that relevant biological properties are satis-
ed by a non-empty class of models. We use queries of type
onsistency query(Eq, C) for that purpose. A positive answer to
uch a query indicates that there exists an instantiated model
atisfying the set of constraints C among those defined by the
ocal equations Eq. As an illustration, we consider the following

ueries about models of the simple example in Fig. 1. They are
ormulated by using queries of type consistency e(C) equivalent to
onsistency query(Eqe, C) and by using the constraint path e(P, L)
quivalent to admissible path(Eqe, P, L). Their results are given in
erms of the transition graphs of Fig. 2.
s 98 (2009) 91–104

Query 0: Is there an instantiated model that satisfies the set of con-
straints Ce = CO + CA? Or more precisely: consistency e(Ce).
Answer: yes.
Comment: The class of instantiated models satisfying Query 0 is
represented by {G1, . . . , G6}.
Query 1: Is there an instantiated model that admits a least a steady
state? Or more precisely:

consistency e(C1
e ) with

C1
e = Ce + {path e([S, S], 2)}

Answer: yes.
Comment: The class of instantiated models satisfying Query 1 is
represented by {G1, G2, G4, G5, G6}. For the model G1, the value of
S is [1, 0].
Query 2: Is there an instantiated model that admits three different
steady states? Or more precisely:

consistency e(C2
e ) with

C2
e = Ce+ {path e([S1, S1], 2), path e([S2, S2], 2), path e([S3, S3], 2),

S1 /= S2 /= S3}
Answer: No.
Comment: The class of instantiated models satisfying Query 2 is
empty.

The next query needs another constraint in order to be
expressed: first(S, P) (resp. last(S, P)) true if S is the first (resp. last)
state of path P.
Query 3: Is there an instantiated model that admits a path from the
state [0, 0] to a steady state? Or more precisely:

consistency e(C3
e ) with

C3
e = Ce + {path e(P, 6), first(P, [0, 0]), last(P, S), path e([S, S], 2)}

We consider here that P can have a path length as high as the
number of states in a model.
Answer: yes.
Comment: The class of instantiated models satisfying Query 3 is
represented by {G1, G4, G5, G6}.

In the following section, we show how to organize these typical
queries in order to assist the construction and analysis of discrete
GRN models.

3. A Method for the Construction and Analysis of GRN
Models by Means of a Constraint-based Declarative Tool

The formulation of interesting and informative queries in a
methodical way is critical for the analysis of the network func-
tioning, as unordered queries can make the synthesis of results
particularly cumbersome. In order to deal with this problem, we
propose a simple, four-step method to easily identify classes of
models and to suggest appropriate experiments to discriminate
between the models. Our approach relies on a succession of phases
of addition/relaxation of constraints and prediction of properties.
In this section, we describe the approach (Section 3.1) and propose
two languages to help expressing system properties (Section 3.2).
The applicability of the method will be illustrated in Section 4.

3.1. Description of the Method
3.1.1. First Step: The Initial Set of Constraints
The first step of the approach consists of defining an initial set

of constraints, which integrates information on the network struc-
ture and dynamics. While one may find interesting to take into
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Kb
b

≥ Ka
b

, Kb < Kab
b

, Kb ≤ Ka
b

, Kb ≤ Kb
b

, Kb
a < Ka, Ka

b
≤ Kab

b
, Kb ≤ Kab

b
,

and Kb
a ≤ Ka. The last three clauses are redundant, i.e. they can be

deduced from the other ones. Only one new (i.e. not deducible from
F. Corblin et al. / BioS

ccount a limited number of constraints to start with the analy-
is, this would return numerous models and, consequently, greatly
imit the number of properties to be deduced. We therefore pro-
ose to integrate as many constraints as possible, to deal with few
odels and deduce a larger number of properties. In case of incon-

istency, it is sufficient to choose one or several constraints to be
emoved to continue the analysis. The constraints include not only
ormal focal equations, real observations like the observability of
nteractions, the existence of steady states or the behavior of some

utants, but also hypotheses on the network functioning, which
re not experimentally verified.

.1.2. Second Step: Consistency
Once the initial set of constraints is defined, it is tested for con-

istency. Two cases may arise:

No model exists, i.e. the set of constraints is inconsistent, which
means that some constraints have to be relaxed to get consis-
tency. The approach consists in finding automatically the nearest
consistent subset(s) of the set of constraints, by relaxing as few
non-mandatory constraints as possible. The latter constraints
should belong to a previously established set of constraints and
correspond to hypotheses or weakly supported facts.

We use for that purpose the query relaxation query(Eq, C, C ′)
with C ′ ⊆ C meaning: Does it exist a (minimal) subset of con-
straints CR of C ′, which could be removed from C to obtain
consistency, i.e., such that it exists at least one instantiated model
defined by the focal equations Eq and satisfying C − CR? It may
happen that different sets of constraints are removable. A priori
all of them should be considered, except if they are not biologi-
cally plausible (see Section 4.4 for such a case).
At least one model exists, i.e. the set of constraints is consistent.
In this case, we proceed to the next step.

.1.3. Third Step: Prediction of Properties
Since we now have available a set of consistent constraints (or

n logical terms, axioms), it is possible to automatically infer com-
on properties to the models (or theorems of the axioms). This

onstitutes a key step in the model building process, as it helps
he modeler to discriminate between models, by analyzing the
elevance of inferred (and non-inferred) model properties and by
dentifying new biological experiments to be carried out.

The definition of properties is an issue, because it requires the
esign of languages for expressing these properties. Since our inter-
st resides in analyzing GRNs, we need a language allowing the
nference of biologically relevant properties, which can be experi-

entally verified. We do not address this issue in our study, because
t is a problem per se. Instead, we will give an insight on this ques-
ion in Section 3.2, by presenting two languages, called LP1 and LP2,
hich can be applied to the analysis of Thomas’ GRN models.

Provided languages like LP1 and LP2, we can infer common prop-
rties to all the models. Two cases may arise:

A property is predicted, that is, it is true for all models. In this case,
it can be challenged, by performing a biological experiment.
A property is not predicted, that is, it is only true for a subset of
models. It is then possible to experimentally challenge the subset
of models. In case of experimental confirmation, the property can
be added to the set of constraints to obtain the correct class of
models.
.1.4. Fourth Step: Continuing the Analysis
At this stage, it is worthwhile to continue the exploration of the

ystem in order to evaluate the influence of each hypothesis made
uring the model-building process. Removing some well-chosen
ypothesis from the initial set of constraints allows to return with
s 98 (2009) 91–104 95

a subset of this set to the third step of the method, or to the second,
in case of inconsistency of the original set. The comparison of the
properties – the ones deduced from the initial set of constraints and
the ones deduced from this subset – facilitates the identification of
properties from the initial set of constraints which are conserved,
i.e. those also deduced from the subset (see Section 4.6.1 for the
latter case). In particular, more credit can be given to a conserved
property which was a priori questionable.

In the same line, if the analysis from a given set of constraints
bring models with interesting properties to our attention, we may
decide to focus our study on these models. This is possible, by
adding the constraints modeling this property to the set of con-
straints describing the models (see Section 4.6.2 for such a case).

3.2. Languages for Expressing Properties: LP1 and LP2

In these languages, properties are expressed as clauses, which
are specific propositional formulas. The latter are atomic formu-
las, whose values are true or false (e.g. (Kb < Ka

b
) or (Kb < Kab

b
)),

possibly connected with logical operators like ¬, ∧, ∨ or ⇐ (e.g.
(Kb < Ka

b
) ⇐ (Kb < Kab

b
)). The clauses are disjunctions of literals,

corresponding to atomic formulas or their negation (e.g. (Kb < Ka
b

)
or ¬(Kb < Kab

b
)). An example of clause is: (Kb < Ka

b
) ∨ ¬(Kb < Kab

b
).

Conjunctions of clauses represent canonical forms for propositional
formulas: any propositional formula has an equivalent expres-
sion of this form, which is called conjunctive normal form (CNF).
For example, the propositional formula (Kb < Ka

b
) ⇐ (Kb < Kab

b
) is

equivalent to the clause (Kb < Ka
b

) ∨ ¬(Kb < Kab
b

). Inferring proper-
ties, which are propositional formulas, hence amounts to infer all
possible clauses from the set of constraints defining the class of
models of interest.

It is therefore critical to choose pertinent sets of atomic formula
in order to design an appropriate language for expressing proper-
ties. In what follows, we present two such sets of atomic formulas
and the languages LP1 and LP2 based on these sets. We illustrate
these languages with examples of inferred properties (clauses) hav-
ing a predefined length (i.e. the number of literals of each clause). To
infer LP1 (resp. LP2) properties, we use the query LP1 query(Eq, C, L)
(resp. LP2 query(Eq, C, L)), where Eq are formal focal equations, C is
a set of constraints and L is the length of the desired properties.

Let us denote Pi the set of parameters for a given gene i, i.e.
those present in the focal equation associated to i. For each gene i,
we introduce the set of atomic formulas:

Li
1 = {K�K ′|� ∈ {<, >}, ∀K, K ′ ∈ Pi, K /= K ′}

The language LP1 is composed of all the clauses which use the
atomic formulas belonging to the set:

L1 =
n⋃
1

Li
1.

where n is the number of genes.

Example. Let us consider the example in Fig. 1 and the class
of models CM3

e = {G1, G4, G5, G6} satisfying the query Query 3 of
Section 2.2. The query LP1 query(Eqe, C3

e , 1) returns all the LP1
properties of size 1 common to the models of CM3 1: Kb ≤ Kab,
1 When possible, strict inequalities are replaced by non strict inequalities (e.g.
K ≤ K ′ instead of ¬(K > K ′)) or by equalities (e.g. K = K ′ instead of ¬(K > K ′) ∧ ¬(K <
K ′)).
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Fig. 3. Interaction graph of the regulation network of the carb

P1 properties of size 1) LP1 property of size 2 is common to all
odels of CM3

e : (Kb < Ka
b

) ∨ (Kb
b

< Kab
b

).

In order to introduce LP2, we call Vi the set of values of xi for a
ene i. We consider the set of atomic formulas:

i
2 = {K�v|� ∈ {<, >}, ∀K ∈ Pi, ∀v ∈ Vi}
he language LP2 is composed of all the clauses which use the
tomic formulas belonging to the set:

2 =
n⋃
1

Li
2.

xample. All LP2 properties of size 1 common to the models of
M3

e are the following: Kb
a = 0, Ka = 1, Kb < 2, Kab

b
= 2, and Kab

b
> 0.

he last one is redundant. All the new ones of size 2 are: ((Kb = 0) ∨
Kb

b
> 0)), ((Kb = 0) ∨ (Ka

b
> 0)), ((Kb

b
> 0) ∨ (Ka

b
= 0)), ((Kb

b
= 2) ∨

Ka
b

< 2)), ((Kb
b

< 2) ∨ (Ka
b

= 2)), and the two redundant ones ((Kb
b

>

) ∨ (Ka
b

< 2)), ((Kb
b

< 2) ∨ (Ka
b

> 0)).

LP1 and LP2 languages can be considered as low-level languages,
ince they express properties that cannot be necessarily checked
xperimentally. In such cases, higher level languages would be cer-
ainly more appropriate. LP1 and LP2 are nevertheless of interest
s they are generic for any Thomas’ GRN. We compare them and
iscuss their expressivity in Appendix C. In Section 4, we use these
wo languages to describe properties of several classes of models
f the carbon starvation response in E. coli.

. Application to the Re-examination of the Construction of
he Carbon Starvation Response Model in E. coli

In the section, we test the feasibility of our approach, by apply-
ng it to the re-examination of a piecewise-linear (PL) differential
quation model described in Ropers et al. (2006). After a short intro-
uction about the motivations for such a re-examination (Section
.1), we briefly describe the biological system (Section 4.2). The
e-examination of the construction of the corresponding discrete
odel is finally presented in Sections 4.3 to 4.6.

.1. Motivations for the Re-examination

The PL model of the carbon starvation response by Ropers et
l. (2006) was developed with the generate-and-test approach
lassically used for constructing GRN models, which led to the for-

ulation of a unique, instantiated model. However, this does not

reclude that alternative models could equally well describe the
iological observations. In particular, a change of network struc-
ure is proposed by the authors of the model, in order to solve an
nconsistency between the predicted and measured steady-state
rvation response in E. coli obtained from Ropers et al. (2006).

levels of DNA supercoiling, a key regulator of gene expression.
Before adding other important regulators and interactions puta-
tively missing in the original model, it is worthwhile to verify if
other models with the same network structure are more satisfac-
tory.

The question of the existence of alternative models of the car-
bon starvation response can be rigorously addressed by means of
a declarative approach. The biological data used for the construc-
tion of the PL model are described by constraints. First, this allows
to rigorously assess whether there exist models consistent with
the biological data. In case of inconsistency, we can determine in a
second step if “weaker” models, obtained by removing question-
able constraints, are biologically acceptable (see Section 4.4). In
both cases, it is interesting to compare the original, instantiated
discrete PL model and the models consistent with the constraints.
Significant differences may be due to a misinterpretation of biolog-
ical data, when manually constructing the original model or when
designing the constraints from which the consistent models are
deduced (see Section 4.5.1).

4.2. System Description

As long as environmental conditions are favorable, a popula-
tion of E. coli bacteria grows quickly. The bacteria are in a state
called exponential phase or non-stressed state hereafter. Upon a
nutritional stress due, for instance, to carbon starvation, the bac-
teria are no longer able to maintain a fast growth rate. They enter
in a state called stationary phase or stressed state. Their response
can be reversed as soon as the environmental conditions become
favorable again.

The PL model in Ropers et al. (2006) describes the transition
from the non-stressed state to the stressed state and vice versa.
It takes into account five key proteins in the GRN regulating these
transitions: Crp, Cya, Fis, GyrAB, and TopA, as well as one input (rep-
resented by signal, whose value is 1 in case of carbon deprivation
and 0 otherwise) and one output (the stable RNA concentration),
which we will omit here for sake of simplicity. The following vector
of concentrations will therefore represent a state of the system in
our study: [xsignal, xcrp, xcya, xfis, xgyrAB, xtopA].

Fig. 3 displays a graph of interactions obtained from the PL
model. It represents the direct interactions between the five above-
mentioned proteins and the input signal, as well as indirect
interactions. For instance, the regulation of gene expression by the
complex cAMP ·Crp, whose production is dependent on the input
signal and the proteins Crp and Cya, is represented in the interac-

tion graph by direct interactions of signal, crp, and cya on the target
genes crp, cya, and fis. In a similar manner, the regulation of gene
expression by the DNA supercoiling level, which depends on the
proteins TopA and GyrAB, is represented by direct interactions of
topA and gyrAB on the target genes fis, gyrAB, and topA. Finally, we
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Table 1
The focal equations Eqcoli corresponding to the PL model in Ropers et al. (2006).

Xsignal = Ksignal ∗ s−(xsignal, �1
signal

) + Ksignal
signal

∗ s+(xsignal, �1
signal

)

Xcrp = Kcrp ∗ s−(xfis, �1
fis

)cAMP + Kfis1
crp ∗ s+(xfis, �1

fis
)s−(xfis, �2

fis
)cAMP

+ K (fis1)(fis2)
crp ∗ s+(xfis, �2

fis
)cAMP + KcAMP

crp ∗ s−(xfis, �1
fis

)cAMP + K (cAMP)(fis1)
crp ∗

s+(xfis, �1
fis

)s−(xfis, �2
fis

)cAMP + K (cAMP)(fis1)(fis2)
crp ∗ s+(xfis, �2

fis
)cAMP

where cAMP = s+(xcrp, �1
crp)s+(xcya, �1

cya)s+(xsignal, �1
signal

) and cAMP the
negation of cAMP.

Xcya = Kcya ∗ cAMP2 + KcAMP2
cya ∗ cAMP2 where

cAMP2 = s+(xcrp, �2
crp)s+(xcya, �2

cya)s+(xsignal, �1
signal

)

Xfis = Kfis ∗ SC1 ∗ cAMP + KSC1
fis

∗ SC1 ∗ cAMP + KcAMP
fis

∗ SC1 ∗ cAMP +
K (SC1)(cAMP)

fis
∗ SC1 ∗ cAMP

where SC1 = s+(xgyrAB, �1
gyrAB

)s−(xtopA, �2
topA

)

XgyrAB = KgyrAB ∗ SC2 ∗ s−(xfis, �3
fis

) + KSC2
gyrAB

∗ SC2 ∗ s−(xfis, �3
fis

) + Kfis
gyrAB

∗ SC2 ∗
s+(xfis, �3

fis
) + K (SC2)(fis)

gyrAB
∗ SC2 ∗ s+(xfis, �3

fis
)

where SC2 = s+(xgyrAB, �2
gyrAB

)s−(xtopA, �1
topA

)

XtopA = KtopA ∗ SC2 ∗ s−(xfis, �3
fis

) + KSC2
topA

∗ SC2 ∗ s−(xfis, �3
fis

) + Kfis
topA

∗ SC2 ∗
s+(xfis, �3

fis
) + K (SC2)(fis)

topA
∗ SC2 ∗ s+(xfis, �3

fis
)

Table 2
The observability constraints COcoli .

Ksignal < Ksignal
signal

((Kcrp < KcAMP
crp ) ∨ (Kfis1

crp < K (cAMP)(fis1)
crp ) ∨ (K (fis1)(fis2)

crp <

K (cAMP)(fis1)(fis2)
crp )) ∧ ((K (cAMP)(fis1)

crp < KcAMP
crp ) ∨ (Kcrp < Kfis1

crp )) ∧ ((K (cAMP)(fis1)
crp >

K (cAMP)(fis1)(fis2)
crp ) ∨ (Kfis1

crp > K (fis1)(fis2)
crp ))

KcAMP2
cya < Kcya

((Kfis > KcAMP
fis

) ∨ (KSC1
fis

> K (SC1)(cAMP)
fis

)) ∧ ((Kfis < KSC1
fis

) ∨ (KcAMP
fis

<

K (SC1)(cAMP)
fis

))

((KgyrAB > Kfis
gyrAB

) ∨ (KSC2
gyrAB

> K (SC2)(fis)
gyrAB

)) ∧ ((KgyrAB > KSC2
gyrAB

) ∨ (Kfis
gyrAB

>

K (SC2)(fis)
gyrAB

))

(xgyrAB − xgyrAB) > (xtopA − xtopA)

They include the supercoiling inequality CSCcoli described in Section
4.2.

Table 3
The additivity constraints C .
F. Corblin et al. / BioS

dded a positive auto-interaction on the node signal to avoid any
nput on the network (that is, to consider only species).

Based on Ropers et al. (2006), we model the non-
tressed stationary state by the concentration vector
NSS = [0, 1, 1, 3, xn

gyrAB, xn
topA], where xn

gyrAB and xn
topA correspond to

he concentration values xgyrAB and xtopA for this state. The stressed
tationary state is modeled by SSS = [1, 2, 1, 0, xs

gyrAB, xs
topA],

ith xs
gyrAB and xs

topA the values of xgyrAB and xtopA for this state.
he response of E. coli to the carbon-source availability can
e then modeled, by expressing that it should exist a path
PNS−S from the non stressed state perturbed by carbon depri-
ation SPNSS = [1, 1, 1, 3, xn

gyrAB, xn
topA] to SSS , and a path PPS−NS

rom the stressed state perturbed by a supply of carbon source
PSS = [0, 2, 1, 0, xs

gyrAB, xs
topA] to SNSS .

The DNA supercoiling level is considered to be proportional to
he ratio of GyrAB and TopA concentrations. The level is higher in
NSS than in SSS . In our discrete framework, we model this property
y the inequality CSCcoli:

xn
gyrAB − xs

gyrAB) > (xn
topA − xs

topA) (CSCcoli)

hich is consistent with the PL model. It expresses that if xgyrAB

ncreases (resp. decreases) of t units from the SNSS state to the SSS

tate, then xtopA will increase by at least t + 1 (resp. will not decrease
y more than t − 1) units.

.3. First Step (the Initial Set of Constraints)

We first establish the formal focal equations. Since the PL model
n Ropers et al. (2006) takes also into account the regulation of gene
xpression by the cAMP · Crp complex and the DNA supercoiling,
e directly translate the PL equations into formal focal equations.

his is done in the following way:

For each species, we consider all the kinetic parameters, including
those set to 0 in the PL model and we associate a logical parameter
to each of them.
We introduce new parameters, such that each parameter is asso-
ciated to an exclusive cellular context, as shown in Section 2.1.
All parameters are considered as unknown.

xample. From the PL differential equation:

˙a = k1 ∗ s+(xa, �2
a ) + k2 ∗ s+(xa, �2

a )s−(xb, �1
b ) − �a ∗ xa

our parameters Ka, Ka
a , Kb

a and Kab
a are considered, one for each

ellular context. The resulting formal Thomas’ focal equation is the
ollowing:

a = Ka ∗ s−(xa, �2
a )s−(xb, �1

b ) + Ka
a ∗ s+(xa, �2

a )s−(xb, �1
b )

+Kb
a ∗ s−(xa, �2

a )s+(xb, �1
b ) + Kab

a ∗ s+(xa, �2
a )s+(xb, �1

b )

ach logical parameter corresponds to a ratio of real kinetic param-
ters: (k1 + k2)/�a for Ka

a , k1/�a for Kab
a , and 0 for Ka and Kb

a .

We apply this procedure to the PL differential equations in
opers et al. (2006), which gives the formal focal equations Eqcoli

hown in Table 1. Similarly to the PL model, the complex cAMP · Crp

nd the DNA supercoiling are taken into account, by introducing the
roducts of step functions cAMP, cAMP2, SC1, and SC2. In addition,
e integrate all the observability constraints COcoli (Table 2) and

dditivity constraints CAcoli (Table 3).2

2 The observability constraints on genes cya, crp, gyrAB, and topA do not express
uto-interactions on these genes (see Appendix A.1 for details on observability con-
traints in such cases). This is due to the fact that these interactions are not direct
ut mediated by the complex cAMP · Crp or by the DNA supercoiling.
((Kfis
topA

> KtopA) ∨ (K (SC2)(fis)
topA

> KSC2
topA

)) ∧ ((KSC2
topA

> KtopA) ∨ (K (SC2)(fis)
topA

> Kfis
topA

))

To express constraints on paths, we introduce the predicate
path coli(P, L) equivalent to admissible path(Eqcoli, P, L). The follow-
ing constraints CSScoli model the existence of the two required
stationary states SNSS and SSS:

SNSS = [0, 1, 1, 3, xn
gyrAB, xn

topA],
SSS = [1, 2, 1, 0, xs

gyrAB, xs
topA],

path coli([SNSS, SNSS], 2),
path coli([SSS, SSS], 2),

n s n s

(CSScoli)
Acoli

Ksignal ≤ Ksignal
signal

(K (fis1)(fis2)
crp ≤ Kfis1

crp ) ∧ (K (fis1)(fis2)
crp ≤ K (cAMP)(fis1)(fis2)

crp ) ∧ (Kfis1
crp ≤ Kcrp) ∧ (Kfis1

crp ≤
K (cAMP)(fis1)

crp ) ∧ (K (cAMP)(fis1)(fis2)
crp ≤ K (cAMP)(fis1)

crp ) ∧ (K (cAMP)(fis1)
crp ≤

KcAMP
crp ) ∧ (Kcrp ≤ KcAMP

crp )

(KcAMP
fis

≤ K (SC1)(cAMP)
fis

) ∧ (KcAMP
fis

≤ Kfis) ∧ (K (SC1)(cAMP)
fis

≤ KSC1
fis

) ∧ (Kfis ≤ KSC1
fis

)

(KgyrAB ≥ KSC2
gyrAB

) ∧ (KgyrAB ≥ Kfis
gyrAB

) ∧ (Kfis
gyrAB

≥ K (SC2)(fis)
gyrAB

) ∧ (KSC2
gyrAB

≥ K (SC2)(fis)
gyrAB

)

(KSC2
topA

≥ KtopA) ∧ (Kfis
topA

≥ KtopA) ∧ (K (SC2)(fis)
topA

≥ Kfis
topA

) ∧ (K (SC2)(fis)
topA

≥ KSC2
topA

)
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Table 4
The model MR .

Ksignal = 0 ∧ Ksignal
signal

= 1

(Kfis1
crp = K (fis1)(fis2) = K (cAMP)(fis1)

crp = K (cAMP)(fis1)(fis2)
crp = 1) ∧ (KcAMP

crp = Kcrp = 2)

KcAMP2
cya = 1 ∧ Kcya = 2

Kfis = 1 ∧ KSC1
fis

= 3 ∧ (KcAMP
fis

= K (SC1)(cAMP)
fis

= 0)

KgyrAB = 2 ∧ (KSC2
gyrAB

= Kfis
gyrAB

= K (SC2)(fis)
gyrAB

= 0)

(KtopA = KSC2 = Kfis = 0) ∧ K (SC2)(fis) = 2
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topA topA topA

We finally express the existence of the two response paths
PNS−S and PPS−NS (see Section 4.2). The shortest length for these
aths is 6: this is due to the difference between the values of the

nstantiated components of their first and final states (leading to
our changes at least) and to the supercoiling inequality CSCcoli (lead-
ng to one change at least). We therefore fix the maximal length of
hese paths to 6, with the provision that this value can be increased
f no solution is found. This gives the following constraints
RPcoli:

path coli(PPNS−S, 6),
SPNSS = [1, 1, 1, 3, xn

gyrAB, xn
topA],

first(SPNSS, PPNS−S),
last(SSS, PPNS−S),
path coli(PPS−NS, 6),
SPSS = [0, 2, 1, 0, xs

gyrAB, xs
topA],

first(SPSS, PPS−NS),
last(SNSS, PPS−NS)

(CRPcoli)

e call Ccoli = COcoli + CAcoli + CSCcoli + CRPcoli the resulting initial set
f constraints.

Let us call MR the instantiated Thomas model corresponding
o the PL model in Ropers et al. (2006). The parameter values
f the focal equations of MR are shown in Table 4. The additiv-
ty and observability constraints CAcoli and COcoli are accepted by

R. While this strengthens the idea that these constraints are
easonable, it should be remarked that they are not necessar-
ly supported by biological observations. This is in particular the
ase for the additivity constraints, which have not been stated
s applicable in Ropers et al. (2006). As will be seen in Sec-
ion 4.4 and 4.6, these constraints can therefore be regarded
s assumptions, whose validity may be questioned in case of
ncompatibility of the network structure with the set of con-
traints.

The MR model does not accept a stressed state SSS accessi-
le from a perturbed non stressed state SPNSS and even more, it
oes not admit a stationary state SSS . However, this does not mean
hat no other values of logical parameters could be satisfactory
nd that the network structure should be rejected. In the follow-
ng sections, we verify whether there exist classes of models with
he same network structure, which are consistent with the set of
onstraints Ccoli.
.4. Second Step (Consistency)

Let the query consistency coli(C) (resp. relaxation coli(C, L))
e equivalent to consistency query(Eqcoli, C) (resp. relaxation
uery(Eqcoli, C, L)). We check the consistency of the network struc-
ure with the set of constraints Ccoli by means of the following
uery:
s 98 (2009) 91–104

Query: consistency coli(Ccoli)
Answer: no
Runtime3: less than 1 s.

The negative answer to the query indicates that no instantia-
tion of the logical parameters satisfies the constraints Ccoli. In other
words, it is proved that the network structure (interaction graph)
formalized by Eqcoli is not compatible with the experimental data
and the hypothesis formalized by Ccoli.

The incompatibility between the network structure and the
constraints Ccoli may be due, at least partially, to non mandatory
constraints, whose removal should be considered. As mentioned
in Section 4.3, the additivity constraints CAcoli used in Ccoli are not
supported by experimental data. To verify whether this assumption
could be responsible for the incompatibility of Ccoli with the net-
work structure, we test if a minimal subset of them can be removed,
by using the following query:

Query: relaxation coli(Ccoli, CAcoli). Which (minimal number of) addi-
tivity constraints in CAcoli must be removed from Ccoli to obtain
consistency?
Answer: At least one of the two following constraints must be
removed:

KgyrAB ≥ Kfis
gyrAB (CgyrAB)

Kfis
topA ≥ KtopA (CtopA)

Runtime: 108 s.

Rejecting the constraint CgyrAB would mean that the protein Fis
does not inhibit the synthesis of GyrAB when E. coli bacteria are not
stressed, which is in conflict with experimental data from Schneider
et al. (1999). On the contrary, rejecting CtopA would imply that TopA
synthesis is possible even if the concentration of Fis is low. This is
supported by a recent study on oxidative stress (Weinstein-Fischer
and Altuvia, 2007), where hydrogen peroxide treatment is shown to
result in topA activation, when Fis levels are low. It seems therefore
reasonable to remove CtopA from Ccoli. Let us call Ccoli−topA = Ccoli −
CtopA this new set of constraints.

By using a modified query, it can be shown that only three dif-
ferent instantiated models are consistent with Ccoli−topA, among
279,936 possible instantiated models (due to the different values
which can be taken by the 22 logical parameters).

4.5. Third Step (Prediction of Properties)

Since we now have a coherent set of constraints, Ccoli−topA, it is
possible to gain some insight into the characteristics of the consis-
tent models. For that purpose, we infer their common biological
properties, by means of the LP1 and LP2 languages introduced
in Section 3.2. Let the query LP1 coli(C, L) (resp. LP2 coli(C, L)) be
equivalent to LP1 query(Eqcoli, C, L) (resp. LP1 query(Eqcoli, C, L)).

4.5.1. Inference of LP1 Properties
Using the following query, we search for LP1 properties of size

1 deducible from Ccoli−topA:

Query: LP1 coli(Ccoli−topA, 1).
(SC1)(cAMP)
Answer (limited here to properties on gene fis): K
fis

=
KcAMP

fis
, KSC1

fis
> K (SC1)(cAMP)

fis
, KSC1

fis
> Kfis, Kfis ≥ K (SC1)(cAMP)

fis

Runtime: 0.48 s.

3 On computer Celeron 1.5 GHz, 512 Mb with the software GNBox described in
Corblin et al. (2007a,b).
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Table 5
Differences between the parameters of MR and those induced by Ccoli−topA .

Present in MR Deductible from Ccoli−topA

K (cAMP)(fis1)
crp = 1 K (cAMP)(fis1)

crp = 2

KcAMP2
cya = 1 ∧ Kcya = 2 KcAMP2

cya = 0 ∧ Kcya = 1

Kfis = 1 Kfis < 3

coli Acoli

Runtime: around 25 min.

Hence, even if more models are potentially considered when
relaxing constraints on crp, it does not solve the inconsistency prob-
F. Corblin et al. / BioS

68 out of 140 possible LP1 properties are inferred, among which
4 are non-redundant properties. In this particular case, all couples
f parameters for a given species are related by an inferred inequal-
ty (or equality). In other words, each literal of LP1 is either true or
alse. As a consequence, there is no need to infer LP1 properties of
ize 2, since no additional properties could be inferred, e.g. if L and
L′ are true then L ∨ ¬L′ is true.

As an illustration, we analyze the inferred property
(SC1)(cAMP)
fis

= KcAMP
fis

. It expresses that, in the presence of a
asal cAMP · Crp level and a high DNA supercoiling level, Fis
oncentration evolves towards a level similar to that reached in
he presence of a basal cAMP · Crp level and a low DNA supercoiling
evel. This prediction is compatible with the MR equations, which
xpress that cAMP · Crp has a higher effect on fis than the DNA
upercoiling.

We do not comment on other results obtained by the query
P1 coli(Ccoli−topA, 1), since the set of all inferred LP2 properties
ives a more precise characterization of the class of models con-
istent with Ccoli−topA.

.5.2. Inference of LP2 Properties
We search for LP2 properties of size 1 deducible from Ccoli−topA

y means of the following query:

Query: LP2 coli(Ccoli−topA, 1).
Answer:

Ksignal = 0 ∧ Ksignal
signal

= 1,

(K (fis1)(fis2)
crp = Kfis1

crp = K (cAMP)(fis1)(fis2)
crp = 1)

∧(Kcrp = K (cAMP)(fis1)
crp = KcAMP

crp = 2),
KcAMP2

cya = 0 ∧ Kcya = 1,

(KcAMP
fis

= K (SC1)(cAMP)
fis

= 0) ∧ Kfis < 3 ∧ KSC1
fis

= 3,

K (SC2)(fis)
gyrAB = 0 ∧ (Kfis

gyrAB = KSC2
gyrAB = KgyrAB = 1),

(KtopA = KSC2
topA = 1) ∧ Kfis

topA = 0 ∧ K (SC2)(fis)
topA = 2

Runtime: 0.4 s for inferring 44 LP2 properties and 13 non-
redundant ones, on a total of 136 possible properties.

Surprisingly, no new clauses of size 2 and more can be inferred,
hich could have been the case as Kfis is not instantiated. It happens

hat for all the values of Kfis like Kfis < 3, the models are consistent
ith Ccoli−topA. This set of LP2 properties is therefore an intensional

epresentation of the class of models respecting Ccoli−topA in terms of
he logical parameters: every solution of this set represents a model
onsistent with Ccoli−topA and each of these models is represented
y a solution.

Since the set of properties returned by the query
P2 coli(Ccoli−topA, 1) defines quite precisely the parameters, it
an be compared with the model MR in Table 4, in order to
efine our analysis of the carbon starvation response network.

e observe numerous differences between the parameter values
f MR and those induced by Ccoli−topA, although differences were
nly anticipated for topA parameters (Table 5). The existence of
ifferences may be due to a misinterpretation of biological data,
ither in the manual construction of MR or in the elaboration of
he set of constraints Ccoli.

Surprisingly, the analysis of the differences summarized in
able 5 shows that neither MR nor Ccoli−topA contradict the experi-
ental observations on which was based the design of MR, which
or instance does not comprise the existence of steady states. In
onclusion, more than one instantiated model can be designed from
he current knowledge on the carbon starvation response network.
onsider for example the difference of values for K (cAMP)(fis1)

crp : the
R model implies that no activation of crp occurs when xfis ≥ 1 and
KgyrAB = 2 ∧ (KSC2
gyrAB

= Kfis
gyrAB

= 0) (Kfis
gyrAB

= KSC2
gyrAB

= KgyrAB = 1)

(KtopA = KSC2
topA

= 0) (KtopA = KSC2
topA

= 1)

cAMP · Crp is present at a basal level, while this is not true for xfis = 1

in the models consistent with Ccoli−topA. Since K (cAMP)(fis1)(fis2)
crp = 1 in

both cases, there is no contradiction with the observation that Fis
inhibits crp expression above a certain threshold value.4 To decide
between these two cases, an in-depth experimental analysis of the
regulation of crp expression would be required, in particular to
learn more about the regulation of crp promoters by Fis and cAMP
·Crp. Other examples of differences are detailed in Appendix B.

4.6. Fourth Step (Continuing the Analysis)

We further analyze the effect of additivity constraints on model
consistency started in Section 4.4, where the removal of additivity
constraints on topA allowed us to obtain models compatible with
Ccoli−topA. We now focus on the additivity constraints on crp, which
have not been observed experimentally. We therefore explore the
properties of Ccoli−Acrp = Ccoli − CAcrp, where CAcrp is the set of addi-
tivity constraints on crp. In Section 4.6.1, we test the same additivity
constraints in topA which were relaxed in Section 4.4. As mentioned
in Section 3.1.4, we are interested in properties that are conserved
between the new class of models and the models returned by the
sets of constraints Ccoli−topA, especially additivity constraints that
could still be deducible. Furthermore, the analysis of the consistent
models using the LP1 and LP2 languages allows us to build and ana-
lyze a new set of constraints in Section 4.6.2, by adding constraints
expressing particular properties on the path PPNS−S .

4.6.1. Removing Additivity Constraints on crp
Returning to step 2 of the method, we verify the consistency of

Ccoli−Acrp with the following query:

Query: consistency query(Ccoli−Acrp)
Answer: no
Runtime: less than 1 s.

The relaxation of additivity constraints on crp does not allow
to obtain consistent models. We therefore continue our analysis,
by searching for a maximal consistent subset of Ccoli−Acrp. To that
aim, we consider all remaining additivity constraints CAcoli−Acrp =
CAcoli − CAcrp as removable. This can be queried in the following way:

Query: relaxation coli(Ccoli−Acrp, CAcoli−Acrp).
Answer: same as in Section 4.4 for relaxation coli(C , C ).
4 More precisely, Fis influences the promoters crp P1 and P2 at two different
threshold levels (resp. �1

fis
and that �2

fis
) and cAMP · Crp influences only fis P1. There-

fore, MR considers the influence of Fis on crp P1 (together with cAMP ·Crp) to be
enough to inhibit crp, while this is not the case for the models consistent with
Ccoli−topA .
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Table 6
LP1 and LP2 deducible properties from Ccoli−Acrp−topA .

Query Number

Possible properties Deduced properties Non-redundant properties Run-time

LP1 coli(Ccoli−Acrp−topA, 1) 140 44 20 0.66 s
LP1 coli(Ccoli−Acrp−topA, 2) 2665 83 9 24.03 s
LP2 coli(Ccoli−Acrp−topA, 1) 136 36 25 3.02 s
LP2 coli(Ccoli−Acrp−topA, 2) 261 7 5 4.58 s

Note that the numbers of properties and run-times are dependent on the order of queries, since the result of one query is used for the next query. The order used here is:
third, first, fourth, and second lines.

Table 7
LP1 and LP2 deducible properties from Ccrp|fis

coli−Acrp−topA
.

Query Number

Possible properties Deduced properties Non-redundant properties Run-time

LP1 − coli(Ccrp|fis
coli−Acrp−topA

, 1) 140 49 21 3.21 s
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, 1) 136 38

LP2 − coli(Ccrp|fis
coli−Acrp−topA

, 2) 180 7

em, which in fact is due to the constraints on topA. The answer
ould have been anticipated by a non-trivial reasoning supported
y the preceding study of Ccoli.5 In this perspective, a computer time
f 25’ is not a too high price to pay for obtaining automatically this
nswer. Note that this higher computer time compared to the one
btained for the query relaxation coli(Ccoli, CAcoli) is due to the fact
hat Ccoli−Acrp is less constrained than Ccoli.

We now consider the consistent subset: Ccoli−Acrp−topA =
coli−Acrp − CtopA. Another query shows that there are 75 different

nstantiated models consistent with Ccoli−Acrp−topA.
Going next to step 3, we ask for LP1 and LP2 deducible properties

f sizes 1 and 2 (Table 6). The computer times to obtain all these
roperties stay quite reasonable. The following properties on crp
re deduced from LP1 coli(Ccoli−Acrp−topA, 1):

1) (K (fis1)(fis2)
crp < KcAMP

crp )

2) (Kfis1
crp ≤ KcAMP

crp )
3) (Kcrp ≤ KcAMP

crp )

4) (K (cAMP)(fis1)(fis2)
crp ≤ KcAMP

crp )

5) (K (cAMP)(fis1)
crp ≤ KcAMP

crp )

In agreement with its strong assertion by a strict inequality, the
roperty (1) is biologically relevant. Indeed, a high concentration of
is (above its two threshold values) is known to inhibit crp expres-
ion from the P1 and P2 promoters, while a basal level of the Crp
cAMP complex stimulates crp synthesis from P1 (Gonzalez-Gil et
l., 1998; Ishizuka et al., 1994). It is therefore plausible that the level
f Crp at high Fis concentrations is much lower than its level in the
resence of a basal concentration of Crp ·cAMP.

When comparing the properties inferred from Ccoli−topA, we

bserve that properties (3) and (5) are additivity constraints
elonging to CAcrp (they were removed but still persist in the con-
istent models, see Section 4.3), while properties (2) and (4) are
onsequences of CAcrp. For the same reasons as above, these four

5 Briefly, (1) the inconsistency of Ccoli is due to the constraints on stationary states
SScoli (removing them from Ccoli produces a consistent set), (2) Ccoli−Acrp contains
hese equations, (3) the equations on stationary states are composed of independent
ocal equations on each species, which do not connect the parameters of different
pecies. Therefore, only parameters of gyrAB and topA are connected, (4) finally, less
onstraints on the parameters of crp cannot remove the inconsistency due to the
quations on stationary states.
4 24.98 s

27 15.32 s

3 6.68 s

properties are biologically relevant, since in the absence of protein
Fis, basal levels of Crp · cAMP lead always to higher levels of Crp.

An unexpected result is obtained when we analyze new LP1
properties of size 2, which, this time, can be inferred. We notably
obtain:

(K (fis1)(fis2)
crp ≥ Kcrp) ∨ (Kcrp ≥ KcAMP

crp )

The latter property is exclusive due to the inferred property (1). This
is consequently an interesting property to be tested, as the truth of
one literal implies the falsity of the other. Based on the current
knowledge about crp expression, we can conclude that the first lit-
eral is most likely false, since the strong inhibition of crp expression
by high levels of Fis makes it unlikely that K (fis1)(fis2)

crp be higher than
or equal to Kcrp. We could further refine our analysis of the 75 mod-
els consistent with Ccoli−Acrp−topA, by adding the constraint that this
inequality should be false.

The above conclusion implies that Kcrp ≥ KcAMP
crp is true. By means

of property (3), we can even deduce that Kcrp = KcAMP
crp , which means

that in a cellular context with a basal level of Crp ·cAMP, the expres-
sion of crp is as high as its basal expression when the complex is
absent. This suggests that Crp · cAMP is not necessary for the pro-
duction of high levels of Crp as previously thought but instead, it
would maintain the expression of the protein at a basal level. This
completely new result, which needs to be experimentally verified,
opens new perspectives on the regulatory mechanisms controlling
crp expression. Moreover, in case of experimental validation of this
result, the exclusivity of the LP1 property would imply that the first
literal is false.

The query LP2 coli(Ccoli−Acrp−topA, 1) refines the result obtained
for the LP1 property (1). In agreement with experimental data, it
infers that the parameters KcAMP

crp and K (fis1)(fis2)
crp are instantiated,

with the same value as for Ccoli−topA (they are equal to 2 and 1,
respectively). This implies that the additivity constraints on crp are
not necessary to conclude on the values of the latter parameters. No
new LP2 properties of size 1 are inferred for the other parameters
of crp.

4.6.2. Adding a New Constraint on Paths PPNS−S
A further study of Ccoli−Acrp−topA shows that all models share
paths PPNS−S with an intriguing property: the concentration xcrp

does not augment before xfis has decreased to 0. Since this property
is biologically plausible and may reveal a regulatory mechanism
common to all the paths PPNS−S of every model, we formalize it as
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constraint and explore the effect of its addition to Ccoli−Acrp−topA.
e verify the consistency of models with the resulting set of con-

traints Ccrp|fis
coli−Acrp−topA

, by using the following query:

Query: consistency coli(Ccrp|fis
coli−Acrp−topA

)
Answer: yes
Runtime: less than 1 s.

Another query shows that there are 39 different models, which
re compatible with the above constraints.

In Table 7, we show the LP1 and LP2 properties of sizes 1 and
deducible from Ccrp|fis

coli−Acrp−topA
. Here again, the computer times

emain reasonable. We only comment on the new results about
rp obtained by the query LP1 coli(Ccrp|fis

coli−Acrp−topA
, 1) with respect to

P1 coli(Ccoli−Acrp−topA, 1):

6) (K (fis1)(fis2)
crp ≥ K (cAMP)(fis1)

crp )

7) (K (fis1)(fis2)
crp ≥ K (cAMP)(fis1)(fis2)

crp )

8) (Kfis1
crp ≥ K (cAMP)(fis1)(fis2)

crp )

The property (6) is in contradiction with the results obtained
rom Ccoli−topA (see Section 4.5.2), while the other results are not
trictly contradictory because equalities remain possible. From a
iological point of view, however, the properties (6)–(8) are not
onvincing. They imply that the presence of cAMP · Crp does not
elieve the inhibition of crp expression by Fis and even, causes a
ower Crp level. Most likely, the constraint that all the paths should
isplay a decrease of Fis concentration to 0 before Crp concentra-
ion raises was too strong. This property, which corresponds to a
ommon path to all the models consistent with Ccoli−Acrp−topA is not
iologically relevant. Alternative paths of these models are proba-
ly more significant.

. Conclusion

The development of GRN models is currently limited by the
vailable data on the network structure and parameter values, even
ith discrete models based on Thomas’ formalism. To deal with

his problem, we have proposed in this paper a method based on a
eclarative approach, which helps systematically constructing and
nalyzing Thomas’ GRN models. In the section, we first compare our
ethod to other related approaches and discuss the results that
e have obtained with it. We end up with some future research
irections.

.1. Discussion

Several computer tools have been designed for the qualita-
ive modeling and analysis of GRN, which can be divided into
wo groups. The first group is simulation oriented, like GINsim
Chaouiya et al., 2003; Gonzalez et al., 2006; Naldi et al., 2009),
software applicable to Thomas GRN and their Petri net formal-

zation, or the simulation tool GNA (de Jong et al., 2003, 2004; Batt
t al., 2005, 2008), which is based on PL differential equations (see
ection 4.3), a formalism close to Thomas models. This tool fur-
her considers transitions involving singular states, that is, states
or which at least one component has a threshold value.

The second group of computer tools is devoted to reverse-
ngineering. For instance, Bernot et al. (2004) select models

atisfying biological behaviors expressed as Computation Tree
ogic (CTL) formulas. For this purpose, they submit all possible
nstantiated models to a model-checking tool and therefore get
n extensional (as opposed to intensional) representation of the
s 98 (2009) 91–104 101

desired models. Note that GINsim and GNA provide also model-
checking facilities to check if a known model satisfies a temporal
logic formula. The approach of the late Mateus (Mateus et al., 2007)
is closer to our work. It infers Boolean formulas on LP1 and LP2 lit-
erals, which are implied by a Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formula
expressing biological behaviors. Instantiated paths are exhaus-
tively enumerated and a model checker produces the conjunction
of literals associated to each path, which is true iff it satisfies the
LTL formula. The utilization of a software dealing with Boolean for-
mulas subsequently allows to simplify the disjunction of all these
conjunctions. These two approaches are based on exhaustive enu-
merations, which may be time consuming. Finally, one can cite also
the tool BIOCHAM (Fages et al., 2004), which mainly focuses on
the integration of different levels of abstractions (from discrete to
continuous or stochastic levels), but does not deal with Thomas
GRNs.

Contrary to the above-mentioned modeling approaches and
simulation tools, the main contribution and novelty of the work
presented in this paper is the intensional definition of classes of
models, which are solutions of a set of general, discrete constraints.
We use CLP for that purpose, a formalism based on first order logic,
which provides an impressive power of expression: for example,
a request like “does a model of this class admit three stationary
states” (see Section 2.2) is easily expressed in CLP but cannot be in
CTL (unless all possible triplets of instantiated states are enumer-
ated in the CTL formula). As programming language in cooperation
with a SAT-solver, CLP makes available a large set of functionalities
with good computational performances, ranging from the consis-
tency checking and relaxation of sets of constraints describing a
class of models (see Section 4.4), to the reverse-engineering and
inference of properties (see Sections 4.5 and 4.6).

Our approach clearly distinguishes between checking the exis-
tence of models satisfying the observations and the prediction of
properties. Two improvements are brought to the traditional mod-
eling approaches, generally based on the formulation of a unique
model and the proposition of changes of network structure to rec-
oncile model predictions with experimental data. On the one hand,
introducing automatic checking of consistency allows to prove that
no other parameter valuation yields a consistent model (see Section
4.4), which is an important step before considering the addition of
interactions or components to the network. Moreover, the auto-
matic repairing of inconsistency which is proposed is conservative,
since it searches for a minimal number of properties to relax. On the
other hand, defining languages like LP1 and LP2 to express prop-
erties represents a real innovation. They can not only be used to
assert properties which must be satisfied, like observability or addi-
tivity constraints (see Section 4.3), but more importantly, they are
also used in our declarative framework to predict exhaustively new
properties. The analysis of these properties allows to gain insight
into the system functioning and to propose the best experiments
to be carried out in order to discriminate between models (see
Sections 4.5 and 4.6).

We have shown the feasibility of our approach, by re-examining
the analysis of the carbon starvation response network described
in Ropers et al. (2006), where a modification of network structure is
proposed to reconcile a model prediction with experimental data.
Based on our four-step method, five sets of constraints are succes-
sively constructed (1) the initial set Ccoli which is inconsistent; (2)
Ccoli−topA obtained from Ccoli, by relaxing a constraint according to
biological considerations. This allows finding consistent models of
the network, which can be compared with the inconsistent model

proposed in Ropers et al. (2006); (3) Ccoli−Acrp, deduced from Ccoli

by removing additivity constraints on crp, which is inconsistent, (4)
Ccoli−Acrp−topA, which combines the relaxations made in Ccoli−topA and
Ccoli−Acrp and implies two additivity constraints on crp; (5) Finally
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crp|fis
coli−Acrp−topA

, obtained by adding a property applicable to every
ath from a perturbed non stressed stationary state to a stressed
tationary state, which contradicts Ccoli−topA. The revised models
ere obtained automatically, by allowing the solver to eliminate a

ew constraints in a chosen subset. In particular, this led to change
he regulatory logic of fis, topA, and gyrAB on the topA gene, with-
ut changing the interaction graph. The biological interpretation
f this change led to a reappraisal of the role of Fis in this net-
ork, and prompted a literature search which revealed that Fis
lays a similar role in response to another stress in E. coli. In addi-
ion, a large number of new properties were inferred, which notably
elped to analyze the competition between cAMP · Crp and Fis for
he regulation of crp expression.

.2. Perspectives

An obvious direction for further research would be to take into
ccount singular states and paths of any size. In the general case,
homas discrete models cannot be considered as a correct abstrac-
ion of continuous models, if singular states are not taken into
ccount (de Jong et al., 2004). Some paths containing singular states
an be missed, and inconsistency results obtained by taking into
ccount only regular states (i.e. those that we consider in this paper)
an be questionable. Fortunately, it can be shown that the incon-
istency results obtained in Sections 4.4 and 4.6.1, which are due to
he existence of the two stationary states, are valid even if singular
tates are considered.6 Nevertheless, a general solution is currently
eing implemented, based on Corblin et al. (2007b) for example.

The limited size of paths that we have considered for the carbon
tarvation response models (six states) could also have affected the
nconsistency results of Sections 4.4 and 4.6.1. This is in fact not
he case, since these inconsistencies are due to the existence of
tationary states but not to the existence of some path of unknown
ize. In addition, the choice of the minimal size for paths PPNS−S

nd PPS−NS should not be irrelevant from a biological point of view.
evertheless, this problem of unknown path size, which is well

dentified in model-checking algorithms, have to be tackled. Some
ncouraging results have been obtained in Corblin et al. (2007a) to
etermine the diameter of a class of consistent models (longest size
or all models of a non cyclic path between any two states) with
easonable computer time performances.

A last issue concern the languages LP1 and LP2. They provide
ow level properties, which are difficult to use by non-experts. The
esponse to this problem would be the design of higher level lan-
uages, to explicit for example the composition of interactions or to
haracterize paths. It could be also necessary to consider extended
epairing consistency techniques, like adding network interactions
r components. This topic is related to the problem of composing
RNs (Gössler, 2006), which is a crucial issue for analyzing large
RNs. It is also worthwhile to consider the introduction of delays

Siebert and Bockmayr, 2008; Ahmad et al., 2006; Batt et al., 2007)
or a better approximation of the possible paths based on different
oncentration levels, resulting from various activatory or inhibitory
nteractions.
cknowledgement
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Appendix A. Observability and Additivity Constraints

We give here the formal definition of the observability and
additivity constraints in terms of the logical parameters. For that
purpose, we use the notation introduced in Section 2.1. The set
{j1, . . . , jp} is the set of activators (or inhibitors) of gene i and
{�r1

j1
, . . . , �rp

jp
} is the set of their threshold concentrations.

A.1. Observability Constraints

These constraints express the observability of the sign of an
interaction. In other words, they express the fact that the effect of
a positive or negative interaction could be observable in the tran-
sition graph. Let us consider the interaction of jk on i with the sign
sk. Let also

E�
k = {(�1, . . . , �p) ∈ E� |�k = +}

be the subset of E� , which corresponds to cellular contexts of i
containing s+(xjk

, �rk
jk

). We introduce the following observability

constraint for the interaction of jk on i, for i /= jk:
∨

� ∈ E�
k

(Kl(�)
i

> Kl(�)−{jk}
i

) if sk = +∨
� ∈ E�

k
(Kl(�)

i
< Kl(�)−{jk}

i
) if sk = −

These constraints are conditions for the existence of two neigh-
boring states between which the activation (or inhibition) occurs.
For example, let us consider the positive interaction of a on b at a
threshold �1

a in the simple model in Fig. 1, which leads to an acti-
vation of b expression. The corresponding observability constraint
is:

(Ka
b > Kb) ∨ (Kab

b > Kb
b )

This is a condition for the existence of a state S = [Sa, Sb] with Sa =
1 (thus belonging to a cellular context of b containing s+(a, �1

a ))
which has the following relationship (Act) with the neighbor state
S′, which differs only by S′

a = 0:

(Act)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

S has no successor Suc such that
Sucb = Sb − 1 and
S′ has no successor Suc′ such that
Suc′

b
= S′

b
+ 1 and⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

S has a successor Suc such that
Sucb = Sb + 1 or
S′ has a successor Suc′ such that
Suc′

b
= S′

b
− 1

For each model in Fig. 2, we find such a state S: for G1 (resp. G2,
G3, G4, G5, G6) we have S = [1, 2] (resp. [1, 1], [1, 2], [1, 1], [1, 2],
[1, 1]).

If the interaction had been − in the simple model in Fig. 1, it
would have led to an inhibition. In this case, the states S by S′ would
have been related by a relationship (Inh) defined from (Act), by
replacing S by S′ and vice versa.

In the particular case of an auto-interaction, that is i = jk, we
introduce the following constraint:
∨

� ∈ E�
k

(Kl(�)
i

> Kl(�)−{jk}
i

) ∧ (Kl(�)
i

≥ rk) if sk = +∨

� ∈ E�

k
(Kl(�)

i
< Kl(�)−{jk}

i
) ∧ (Kl(�)

i
< rk) if sk = −

For the auto-interaction of b in the example in Fig. 1, we find:

((Kb
b > Kb) ∧ (Kb

b ≥ 2)) ∨ ((Kab
b > Ka

b ) ∧ (Kab
b ≥ 2))
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he state S is more precisely defined, since Sb is greater or equal to
. For the following models in Fig. 2 we find such a state S: for G1
resp. G2, G4) we have S = [1, 2] (resp. [0, 2], [0, 2]).

.2. Additivity Constraints

They express properties about composition of interactions. Let
s consider the p interactions on i having the sign sk from jk with
: 1 . . . p and the set E�

k
introduced in Section A.1. We introduce

he following additivity constraints for these interactions:

k : 1 . . . p, �k ∈ E�
k

Kl(�k)
i

≥ Kl(�k)−{jk}
i

if sk = +
Kl(�k)

i
≤ Kl(�k)−{jk}

i
if sk = −

hese constraints indicate that no inhibition (resp. activation) can
xist in case of a positive (resp. negative) interaction. Consider for
xample the interactions of a and b on b in the simple model in
ig. 1. The constraints which are introduced include the following
ne:

Adab) (Ka
b ≥ Kb) ∧ (Kab

b ≥ Kb
b )

t implies that an inhibition of b by a is impossible. This can be
hown, by observing that (Adab) implies ¬((Ka

b
< Kb) ∨ (Kab

b
< Kb

b
)),

hich is the negation of a condition for the inhibition of b by a. The
ame result can be obtained for an inhibition of b by b.

ppendix B. Comparison Between MR and Ccoli−topA

We discuss the differences between the parameters of MR and
hose deductible from Ccoli−topA (see Section 4.5.2 and Table 5),
hich show that none of these models leads to contradictions
ith the biological observations on which was based the design of
R. The differences concern parameters associated to crp (already

xamined in Section 4.5.2), cya, fis, gyrAB, and topA.

.1. Differences Concerning cya

We find KcAMP2
cya = 1 ∧ Kcya = 2 in MR, while models consis-

ent with Ccoli−topA require KcAMP2
cya = 0 ∧ Kcya = 1. These two sets of

qualities should model the following assertion from Ropers et al.
2006): Cya is present at a low concentration in the cell and its
xpression is inhibited by cAMP ·Crp. Therefore, only the presence
f Cya at a low level may not be well expressed by one of these set
f equalities or both.

In fact, the differences between the two sets are not really mean-
ngful since, in both cases, Cya concentration is always higher or
qual to �1

cya. This is an important condition to be satisfied as the
rotein influences two other network genes if its concentration is
igher or equal to �1

cya. For MR, xcya = 0 (resp. xcya = 1, xcya = 2)
eads to xcya = 1 (resp. xcya = 2 then to xcya = 1, xcya = 1), while for

odels consistent with Ccoli−topA, xcya = 0 (resp. xcya = 1, xcya = 2)
eads to xcya = 1 (resp. xcya = 1, xcya = 1). In both cases the assertion
s satisfied.

.2. Differences Concerning fis

We find Kfis = 1 in MR, while models consistent with Ccoli−topA

equire only that Kfis < 3. As a consequence a contradiction would
e possible for models consistent with Ccoli−topA satisfying either

fis = 0 or Kfis = 2. The point is to model the following assertion

rom Ropers et al. (2006): from the very beginning of exponen-
ial phase, the Fis concentration should always be high enough to
epress the strong crp promoter P2. Since a high level of DNA super-
oiling is needed in exponential phase, the assertion is modeled by
s 98 (2009) 91–104 103

Kfis ≥ 1 ∨ KSC1
fis

≥ 1. It is satisfied in both cases and even by models
consistent with Ccoli−topA, such that Kfis = 0.

B.3. Differences Concerning gyrAB

We find KgyrAB = 2 ∧ (KSC2
gyrAB = Kfis

gyrAB = 0) in MR, while models

consistent with Ccoli−topA require that Kfis
gyrAB = KSC2

gyrAB = KgyrAB = 1.
The point is to express that, according to the interaction graph,
the gene gyrAB is inhibited both by the DNA supercoiling and Fis.
As no biological data clarifies the composition of these interac-
tions, both approaches satisfy this requirement. The inequalities
KgyrAB > KSC2

gyrAB and KgyrAB > Kfis
gyrAB deduced from MR predict that

the interactions of Fis and the DNA supercoiling are independent.
The models consistent with Ccoli−topA imply KgyrAB > K (SC2)(fis)

gyrAB , that
is, they predict that the two interactions must occur together.

B.4. Differences Concerning topA

We find KtopA = KSC2
topA = 0 in MR, while models consistent with

Ccoli−topA require that KtopA = KSC2
topA = 1. The point is to express

that the gene topA is activated both by the DNA supercoiling
and Fis. Both approaches satisfy this requirement. The inequal-
ity KSC2

topA < K (SC2)(Fis)
topA from MR ensures it. The same inequality

also remains true for models consistent with Ccoli−topA, even if
KtopA = 1 (remember that this is possible, because the additiv-

ity constraint Kfis
topA ≥ KtopA has been removed to obtain Ccoli−topA).

In both cases, it is predicted that these interactions must occur
together.

Appendix C. Discussion About LP1 and LP2

Two remarks can be made about these languages:

• LP1 is more general than LP2. An inequality like K > K ′ is
deducible from several inequalities of LP2. Therefore the order
relationship between parameters is more obvious with LP1 than
with LP2. In particular, observability and additivity constraints
can be represented as LP1 properties. However, LP1 is less
precise than LP2: its properties do not refer to the threshold
levels.

• The language LP2 presents an interesting theoretical characteris-
tic. Consider the CNF formula, which is the conjunction of all LP2
clauses deduced from a set of constraints defining a Thomas GRN.
It can be shown that this CNF formula is an intensional represen-
tation of the class of models consistent with this set of constraints.
It means that all consistent models are solutions of this CNF for-
mula and that each solution is a consistent model (see Section
4.5.2 for an intensional representation with LP2 properties of size
1).

In practice, since this CNF formula contains only parameters
as unknown variables, it would seem advantageous to use it,
both to exhibit an implicit definition of consistent parameters
and to efficiently deduce other properties on parameters. Unfor-
tunately, the cost to produce such a CNF formula in a general case
would be prohibitive, due to the fact that the maximum size of
LP2 deducible clauses from a set of axioms is not a priori known.
Nevertheless, it remains interesting to obtain nearly complete
sets, by producing all LP2 clauses of size 1, 2 or 3.
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